Synopsis

This detailed and richly illustrated guide to the most important procedures in plastic surgery of the buttocks, thighs, and calves, includes the famous xyz procedure--a safe and reproducible technique for intra-muscular buttock implants. It includes a DVD featuring live buttocks implant surgery by the xyz technique, from patient consultation and marking, to operating and post-op care. This is the first and only book on the subject.
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Customer Reviews

1) This is a book demonstrating the experience, techniques and creator imagination of one great Brazilian Aesthetic Plastic Surgeon about topics very difficult to find and learn in the actual scientific literature. 2) I like the easy understanding and practical orientation of the book about Buttocks Reshaping and Posterior Contour Surgery, how he explains in simple words the Intramuscular Technique of Buttock Implants according to his own technique including his own created instruments, to simplify the surgical proceeding and, essentially all the most important and practical knowledge about Buttocks Anatomy, Subfascial Technique of Gluteal Implants, Complications, Secondary Buttocks Surgery, Gluteal Retraction, Gluteal Ptosis, Buttocks Lifting, Liposculpture of the Posterior Contour and treatment of Banana Fold. Furthermore it comes included a Video of the XYZ method of Dr Raul Gonzalez for Buttocks Reshaping. And, also, I can’t forget to mention the other topics he includes: Thigh and Calf Implants, explained in the same easy to learn style, showing also technical details and instruments he counsels for a better result. Everything he writes in this
excellent book is like a professor teaching to his students the theory and then the steps and secrets of how to do each surgery. 3) I was impacted very positively first, by the way so didactic Dr González explains the theoretical and practical knowledge; second, and for the first time, I have bought a book about surgeries much less known and practiced than other ones. I had been looking for a book like this for a long time without finding it. Now I have it and at a relatively low price. I recommend it to every Plastic Surgeon. They will not repent.
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